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Abstract 
(1) We construct hyperbolic Coxeter groups with boundaries homeomorphie to Pontryagin 
surfaces. (2) For any given finite simplicial complex L we construct a finite simplicial complex 
K such that the link of every vertex of K is homeomorphic to L. (3) We construct an effective 
action of p-adic integers on boundaries of certain Coxeter groups. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let S be a finite set of cardinality n and let M = (m,,) be an n x n symmetric matrix 
with entries mu0 E N U {co} such that m,, = 1 and mu0 > 2 if u # v. A group r having 
presentation r = (S 1 (uv)~~~ = 1, b’(u, u) E S x S) is called a Coxeter group. If all finite 
entries m,, with uf v are 2, then r is called a right-angled Coxeter group. Using 
the above presentation of a Coxeter group r one can define a simplicial complex 
K = K(T, S) by the following rule: the set of vertices K(O) of K is S; two vertices u 
and v are joined by an edge if u and v generate a finite subgroup in r, i.e. m,, # CXJ; 
three vertices u, v and w span a 2-simplex if u, v and w generate a finite subgroup 
in r, and so on. We note [lo] that in the case of right-angled Coxeter groups the 
one-dimensional skeleton Kc’) of K completely determines K: vertices VO, . . . , uk span a 
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k-simplex if and only if all of them are joined pair-wise by edges. Complexes having 
this property are called Jag complexes. Using a finite flag complex one can define a 
right-angled Coxeter group by setting: S = K co) and mu0 = 2 if u and u are joined by an 
edge in K, otherwise rn,” = co. We note that the barycentric subdivision /?‘K of any 
simplicial complex K is a flag complex. The pair (r,K(‘)) is often called a Coxeter 
system. 
For every Coxeter group F there is a contractible simplicial complex X called a 
Davis-Vinberg complex such that r acts on X with compact orbit space and with finite 
stabilizers [lo]. By Selberg Lemma [23] r has a torsion free subgroup r’ of finite 
index. Then the action of rt on X is free with compact quotient. Therefore, r’ has a 
finite Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(T’, 1) and, hence the cohomological dimension of 
r’ is finite. According to Serre’s theorem [7] the cohomological dimension cdFr’ does 
not depend on the choice of r’ and it is called the virtual cohomological dimension 
of a group r with a coefficient ring F and it is denoted as ucdFr [7]. Any Davis- 
Vinberg complex admits a structure of a piece-wise Euclidean complex (see Section 3) 
with r-equivariant CAT(O)-metric [ 10, 17, 191. The set of geodesic rays issued from 
a fixed point xc EX of any CAT(O)-space forms the sphere at injinity S(co). There is 
the natural topology on S(co) and this definition does not depend on the choice of x0 
(see for example [131). The sphere S(oo) is a Z-boundary of a group r’ in the sense 
of Bestvina [5]. This fact allows to connect vcdF r with the cohomological dimension 
dimr S(o0) by the Bestvina-Mess formula [6] ocdF r = dimr S(co) + 1. In this paper 
we denote the sphere at infinity of the Davis-Vinberg complex of a Coxeter group r 
by ar. 
In the present paper we are working only with right-angled Coxeter groups. We 
address the following three questions. 
(1) What kind of boundaries ar can have Coxeter hyperbolic groups? 
(2) Does there exist a Coxeter group r of arbitrary high dimension with dimQ ar = l? 
(3) For which groups r the p-adic integers can act on ar effectively? 
In this paper we present some work towards these questions in Sections 24, respec- 
tively. 
There is a conjecture based on Vinberg’s results on reflection groups in hyperbolic 
spaces [26], that the virtual cohomological dimension of a Coxeter hyperbolic group is 
bounded from above [ 191. It is known that ucdr 5 4 for right-angled Coxeter hyperbolic 
groups [ 193. Hence, dim i3r I 3 in this case. Benakli discovered that the Menger curve 
can be a boundary of such groups [2]. Other exotic boundaries without assumption of 
the hyperbolicity were constructed in [3]. In Section 2 we prove that all exotic two- 
dimensional boundaries of Coxeter groups can be obtained in a hyperbolic version. 
In particular, we construct Coxeter hyperbolic groups having Pontryagin surfaces and 
two-dimensional Menger compacta s their boundaries. 
As it follows from the above discussion there exist Coxeter groups with 
two-dimensional boundaries having the rational dimension one (see [4, 13, 141). It 
is known that for any n > 1 there are compacta X, with dimensions dimq X = 1 and 
dimX = n [12]. In [14] the conditions on a simplicial complex K are found which 
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lead to a Coxeter system (r,K(‘)) with dim LJr = n and dimq ar = 1. In particular, to 
construct such a group r for n = 3 it suffices to have a finite flag simplicial complex 
K whose links of vertices are homeomorphic to RP2 and with H*(K; Q) = 0. The first 
property of K was achieved in [14]. Here in Section 3 we extend that result to higher 
dimensions. We construct a finite simplicial complex K with a given finite complexe 
L as links of vertices. Unfortunately, we cannot control the rational cohomology of K. 
Though this does not answer the question (2) it seems that the fact presents an interest 
on its own. Besides the proof is based on Coxeter groups theory. 
Problem. Is vcdQ r bounded from above for Coxeter hyperbolic groups r? 
A question about a possibility of an effective action of p-adic integers Ap on 
a manifold is an equivalent form of the famous Hilbert-Smith conjecture [21, 241. 
It was known that Ap admits an effective action (even free action) on Menger com- 
pacta [15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 271. Also it was known that the Menger compacta are 
boundaries of Coxeter groups [ 131 ([2] for n = 1). In Section 4 we construct effective 
p-adic actions on certain class of Coxeter groups. 
2. Hyperbolic Coxeter groups with exotic boundaries 
We recall that Siebenmann’s no-El-condition of a simplicial complex K states that 
for every four edges (square) (a,b), (b,c), (c,d) and (d,a) in K with vertices u, b,d, 
c E K(O) one of the pairs of vertices {a, c} or {b, d} is joined by an edge. 
Proposition 2.1. For every two-dimensional simplicial complex K there is a subdivi- 
sion K’ having Siebenmann no-O property. 
Proof. Subdivide every 2-simplex as it is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that every quadri- 
lateral in K’ has three of its vertices lying in the same triangle A of K. If the fourth 
vertex lies out of this triangle, then two opposite vertices lie on the boundary of A 
and hence they span an edge. If all four vertices are in A, then it’s clear by inspection 
that the no-O-condition is satisfied. Cl 
The definition of a hyperbolic group is well known [ 171. Moussong proved [ 191 
that a Coxeter group r is hyperbolic if and only if r has a Coxeter presentation with 
the Davis-Vinberg complex X having a piece-wise hyperbolic structure. In the case 
of cubical complex X the existence of PH structure is equivalent to Siebenmann’s 
no-Cl-condition on the simplicial structure of X. Since simplicially X is the union of 
cones over Coxeter’s complex K = K(T) (see detailed description of X in Section 3), 
it immediately follows that X satisfies the no-O-condition if and only if K does. 
We recall that the star St(S, k) of a simplex A in a simplicial complex K is the simpli- 
cial complex consisting of all simplices 0 which contain A as a face. The link Lk( A, K) 
is a subcomplex of %(A, K) which consists of simplices 6, having empty intersection 
with A. We note that Lk(6, K) is homeomorphic to the normal link of A in K (see [ 141). 
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Fig. 1. 
The local cohomological dimension of a simplicial complex K with respect o a co- 
efficient group F is the maximal number m such that H”(St(A,K),Lk(A,K);F)#O 
for some simplex A c K. This is equivalent to saying that fi”-l(Lk(A, K); F) # 0. We 
note also that lcdF K equals the minimal number m such that Z?‘$%( A, K); F) = 0 for 
all simplices A c K. 
vcd-Formula [14]: vcdFI’ = Zcdpzone(K), 
where K is the simplicial complex of a Coxeter group r. 
Note that ZcdFcone(K) =max{lcd~K,cd~K + 1) where cdFK is the global cohomo- 
logical dimension of complex K with respect o F. 
Here we give an alternative proof of the ucd-formula based on Davis’ formula. 
Denote by E(w) the set of elements of S = K(O) in which a word of minimal length 
for IIJE r can end. Then E(w) forms a simplex A(w) in K [9]. Denote by K, the 
complement K\lnt(St(A(w), K)) if w # e and K, = K. 
Davis’ formula [l l] H,“(X; F) = $ i?‘(K,; F) for all n, 
WET 
where X is the Davis-Vinberg complex of a Coxeter group r. 
Proof of the vcd-formula. Show that vcdFr 2 lcdFcone(K). Let lcdFcone(K) = n, 
then there is a simplex A c cone(K) such that 
H”(St( A, cone(K)),Lk( A, cone(K)); F) # 0. 
Then A = cone(A’) or A =x0, the vertex of cone(K). In the first case denote by 
Kdl = K\Int(St(A’, K). The exact sequence of pair (K,Kdl) and the excision axiom 
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imply that either H”(K; F) # 0 or H”-‘(Kd,; F) # 0. Davis’ formula implies that in all 
cases either H,“+‘(X; F) # 0 or H,“(X; F) # 0. In both cases vcdFr 2 n. 
Assume that vcdFr =m and show that vcdFr < LcdF cone(K). By the definition it 
follows that H,“(X; F) # 0. By Davis’ formula f?“-‘(K,; F) # 0 for some w E r. The 
exact sequence of pair K, KWS) implies that either H”(K, K,$,; F) # 0 or H”-‘(K; F) # 0. 
Therefore, either 
Hm(St(cone(d(w)),cone(K)),Lk(cone(d(w)),cone(K));F) # 0 or 
Hm(St(xo. cone(K)),Lk(xo, cone(K)); F # 0. Hence 1cdF cone(K) > m. 
Theorem 2.2. Let r be a right-angled Coxeter group with a three-dimensional Davis- 
Vinberg complex. Then there exists a hyperbolic Coxeter group S with vcdF r = 
vcdF r’ for any coejficients F. 
Proof. Let K be Coxeter’s complex of r, then K is two-dimensional. Let r’ be 
the right-angled Coxeter group generated by the subdivision K’ of K taken from 
Proposition 2.1. The formula for the virtual cohomological dimension [ 141 vcdFr = 
1cdF cone(K) implies that 
VCdFr = 
i 
1 if H2(K;F)=0, 
2 otherwise. 
Here 1cdFL is the local cohomological dimension of a complex L, which is by definition 
is the maximal number m such that m-dimensional cohomology with F coefficients of 
the star of some simplex 0 EL modulo the link are nontrivial: Hm(St(a, L), L&o, L); 
F) # 0. Since H*(K; F) = H*(K’; F), the result follows. 0 
Corollary 2.3. For any prime p there is a hyperbolic Coxeter group with a Pontry- 
agin surface & as the boundary. 
Proof. A Pontryagin surface & is a two-dimensional compacturn Y having cohomo- 
logical dimensions dime Y = dimz, = 1 and dimz, Y = 2 where q is prime, q # p. Since 
there are Coxeter groups with boundaries Q, and three-dimensional Davis-Vinberg 
complex [4, 131, Theorem 2.2 and the Bestvina-Mess formula [6] imply the corollary. 
Since every Menger n-maniforld A4 has the fundamental group and all the homo- 
logy groups in dimension <n finitely generated [3], Bestvina’s result on boundaries 
of groups (see Proposition 1.10 of [5]) together with Davis’ computations of the fun- 
damental group at infinity of the Davis-Vinberg complex (see Theorem 16.1 of [9]) 
imply that if a Menger n-manifold is a boundary of a Coxeter group, then it has the 
fundamental group and all homology groups in dimension <n trivial. By Bestvina’s 
results [3] the only such a Menger n-manifold is the Menger space p” itself. As the 
result we have the following: 
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Remark. If a Menger n-manifold A4 is a boundary of Coxeter group, then A4 is homeo- 
morphic to the n-dimensional universal Menger compacturn p(“. 
3. Complexes with given links 
We recall that the link Lk(x,K) of a vertex x of a simplicial complex K is a 
simplicial complex, consisting of faces 6 of simplices (T such that x belongs to (T and 
x does not belong to 6. We will denote by the same symbol a simplicial complex and 
its geometric realization and often we will refer to them as to the same thing. 
Proposition 3.1. For every n the n-dimensional cube has a triangulation with the set 
of vertices equal to the vertices of the cube such that one of the vertices has the link 
isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision of n - l-simplex. 0 
Proof. Let d”-‘={x=(xl,...,x,)~R”Ixl +...+x,;xjZO} be the standard n- l- 
simplex with the barycitric subdivision on it. We define a triangulation on the n- 
cube 1” = (2 E R” / 0 <xi < 1) as follows. Consider the cone triangulation 7 on the 
cone over the simplex cone(d”-’ ) = (2 E R” 1 XI +. . . +x, 5 1; xi 2 0) generated by the 
barycentric subdivision on An-‘. Note that every barycenter c in that subdivision lies 
in the segment joining the origin and some vertex of the cube. Consider a piece-wise 
linear homeomorphism h : cone( A”-’ ) -+ I” which fixes the origin and moves every 
barycenter to the corresponding vertex of I”. This defines a triangulation on I” such 
that the link of the origin is isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision of A”-‘. 0 
Davis-Vinberg complex. Let r be a Coxeter group with the Coxeter simplicial com- 
plex K. We define a simplicial map g : r x cone(/?‘K) +X where P’K is the barycetric 
subdivision of K, by the following identification on the vertices: (a,~,)= (b,u,) iff 
b-la E r,, where a, b E r, v, E fl’K(‘) is a barycenter of simplex G and rd is a sub- 
group of r generated by the vertices of [r. We note that this relation is an equiva- 
lence relation. Thus a map g is well defined on the vertices of r x cone(/l’K) and, 
hence, it defines a map of r x cone(j3’K) onto a certain simplicial complex X, called 
Davis-Vinberg complex of the Coxeter system (r,K(‘)). The natural action of r on 
r x cone(K) induces a simplicial action of r on X by the formula: wg(a, v) = g(wa, v) 
where w,aE r and vE (cone(p’K)) co) Note that if g(a,u) =g(b,v) and v= vO, then .
wg(b,v)=g(wb,v)=g(wu,v), since (wb)-‘wa=b-‘aE Ta. So the map g is r- 
equivariant and the action of r is free transitive on the set g(T x (~0)) c X, where vg 
is the cone vertex in cone(K). It is clear that the orbit space X/T is homeomorphic to 
cone(K). Every Davis-Vinberg complex has a structure of a piecewise-euclidean cell 
complex, the barycentric subdivision of which is isomorphic to a simplicial complex 
X defined above [lo]. The set of vertices of the cell complex structure on X coin- 
cides with g(T x (~0)) and hence the action of r on vertices of the complex is free 
transitive. 
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Example. Consider a Coxeter system (r,K(‘)) where K is the n - l-simplex. Then 
r = Z! and X = I” with the barycentric triangulation. The cell complex structure con- 
sists of just one n-cell, the n-cube. 
If r is a right-angled Coxeter group, defined by a simplicial flag complex K, then 
the cell complex structure on X is a structure of a cubical complex. The cubical struc- 
ture on X is defined as the collection of cubes y(C,), where o is a simplex in K and 
hence, C, c X, which are translations of Davis-Vinberg complexes C, for the Coxeter 
systems (rO,o(‘)) as in Example. Note that the vertices of this cubical system form 
the set g(T x {~a}), and hence the action of r on the vertices is transitive. Since the 
link of the cone vertex in cone(K) is homeomorphic to K and the action of r is tran- 
sitive on vertices, the link of every vertex in the cubical complex X is homeomorphic 
to K. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be the cubical Davis-Vinberg’s complex for a right-angled 
Coxeter group r and let Cl and C2 be two cubes with nonempty intersection. Then for 
every two diSferent vertices WI E Cl and w2 E C2, the vertex WI cannot be translated 
to w2 by a commutator element y E G = [r, r]. 
Proof. Let w E Ci n C2 be a vertex. There are unique elements gi , g2 E r with gi (wi ) = 
w and gz(w)= ~2. In the cube of example every vertex can be obtained from any 
other vertex by action of the element of the form vi . . . ok where vi are generators. 
Since the cubes Ci and C2 are obtained by translation from two cubes in cone(K), 
having the cone vertex in common, the group elements gi and g2 can be presented 
as g1 =vi . . . vk and g2 =ui . . .ul where vi,. . ., ok and ~1,. . , ui are the vertices of two 
simplices in K. Since all v’s and all u’s commute within its group and all of them have 
order two, we may assume (see [S]) that g2g1 has the following irreducible presentation 
ur . . . ul-dud+1 . . . ok, where each generator presets only once. The commutator group G 
is generated by elements of the form VUVM, where u and v are generators. According to 
the cancelation law in Coxeter groups [S], every element y E G in every presentation 
contains a given generator v E K(O) even number times. Hence g2gi does not belong 
to G. Since there is a unique element of r translating wl to ~2, the result follows. 0 
Following Williams [27] we say that a simplicial complex K is a complex over the 
n-simplex if there is a light simplicial map f : K + A”. 
Theorem 3.3. Let K be a jinite jag simplicial complex over a simplex. Then there 
exists a jinite simplicial complex L such that the link of every vertex of L is homeo- 
morphic to K. 
Proof. Let f : K + A” be a map from the definition of a complex over simplex. The 
map f defines an epimorphism of Coxeter groups r: r+ Z’;+‘, where r is gener- 
ated by K. The naturality of the Davis-Vinberg construction implies the following 
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commutative diagram: 
r] x cone(/) 




Take the triangulation of Proposition 3.1 on X’ = I”+‘. Since the map q takes every 
k-cube of the cubical complex X onto a face of X’ of the dimension k, the map q 
induces a triangulation z on X. Let r’ be the kernel of the homomorphism v]. Note that 
the map q is r’-equivariant. Note that the commutator group G of r lies in r’. We 
show that the orbit space X/G inherits from r the structure of a simplicial complex. 
Since the map q is light and r’-equivariant, it follows that for every l-simplex [a,b] in 
z, a does not belong to T’(b). Hence, the orbit space is a union of simplices projected 
from r. In order to show that this union is a simplicial complex it suffices to prove that 
the intersection of every two simplices is a simplex. It is sufficient to show that every 
two vertices in X/G are joined at most by one edge. Assume the contrary: two edges 
I1 and 12 join x and y in X/G. These two edges came from two edges J1 and J2 in r. 
We may assume that J1 and JZ have a common vertex. Then the other two vertices a 
and b should be translatable from one to the other by G. By the construction of z there 
are two cubes Ci and C2, containing edges J1 and J2, respectively. By Proposition 3.2 
there is no element y E G with r(a) = b. Contradiction. 0 
Corollary. For every compact polyhedron K there exists a finite simplicial complex L 
such that the link of every vertex in L is homeomorphic to K. 
Proof. The barycentric subdivision of any triangulation on K is a flag complex over 
a simplex. 0 
4. p-adic actions on boundaries of Coxeter groups 
Let r be a Coxeter group with the Coxeter complex K and the set of generators 
S = K(O). For every element g E r by l(g) we denote the minimal length of words in 
the alphabet S, presenting g. A presentation g = vi . . . v,, Vi ES is called reduced if 
n = Z(g). We note that the formula d(g, u) = Z(u-‘g) defines a metric on r. 
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Proposition 4.1 (Bourbaki [2]). Let g E r. There exists a subset Vy c S such that for 
every reduced presentation g = VI . . . v, of g the set of letters {VI,. . . , v,} coincides 
with F,. 
Proposition 4.2. Let hk :X -+X, k = 0, 1, . . . ,n be a family of involutions (hi = id) on 
a set X with theproperties (1) Fk C Fk+l and (2) hk(X\Fk+l) C Fk+l, k = O,l,. ,n-1, 
where Fk stands for the fixed point set of hk. Then (h,h,_l . . ho)2”+’ = id. 
Proof. We denote by Ak the complement X\Fk. First we note: 
(*) For every YE&+, and for every i>O, hk+;hk(y)=hk(y). 
It follows from the assumptions (1) and (2), that hk(y) E Fk+l C Fk+i. 
Let g = h,h,_l . . . ho and let y E A,,. By ho we understand the identity map for any 
bijection h :X -+X. By induction on m we show that g”(y) = h: . . . h:(y) where 
(MO,. ., a,) E (0, l}"+' are coefficients in the 2-adic presentation of m = LXO + ~(12 + 
. . + ~(“2”. Note that by (*) g(y) = ho(y). Then gm+’ = gg”( y) = gh,” . . . h:(y) = h, . . 
h,hoh;l" . . h?(y) = ho @+‘hT’ h?(y) if ~(0 =0 (we used (*) here) and it equals 
z,+l 12 h,...hzh, r,+l 12 h, . ..hF(y)=h. h, . . . h?(y) if txi = 0 and so on. In all cases we have 
g”+‘(y)=ht...hfi”(y) where rn+l=/?~+~..+fi,,Z~ and (fro ,..., Pn)~{O,l}“+‘. This 
implies that g’“+‘(y) = y for y E A,, and for all points in the g-orbit of y. If a g- 
orbit (g)(x) of a point x EX does not intersect A,,, we consider the maximal k such 
that the orbit intersects Ak. Then the above argument for y E Ak n (g)(x) implies that 
gzk+‘(_X)=,X. n 
Theorem 4.3. Let K be a jinite jlag simplicial complex with a nontrivial simplicial 
involution h: K --+K, having the star of some vertex c E K in the jixed point set. 
Then there exists an effective 2-adic group action on the boundary of the right-angled 
Coxeter group r generated by1 K. 
Proof. We construct an AZ-action on r by isometries. This action generates an iso- 
metric action on the Davis-Vinberg complex, and hence, it induces an action on the 
boundary ar of the Coxeter system (r, K(O)). Then we show that this action is effective 
on x. 
Since h is simplicial, it defines an automorphism h : r + r. We define a map ho : 
r + r by the rule: If w E r has a reduced presentation starting with c, then ho(w) = w, 
otherwise ho(w) = h(w). Here we list the properties of the map ho: 
(1) hi=id, 
(2) Me) = e, 
(3) ho is an isometry. 
The first two properties are obvious. Property (1) implies that ho is a bijection. To 
prove the third property it is sufficient to show that d(ho(w), ho(u)) = 1 for any two 
w, u E r with d(w, u) = 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that w = uv for 
some v E K(O). If both u and v have or do not have reduced presentations starting with 
c, then ho(w) = ho(u)v or ho(w) = ho(u)h(v), i.e. the distance between the images ho(u) 
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and ho(w) is one. If w has a reduced presentation starting with c and ZJ has not, then 
v = c and v commutes with all elements of VU, and hence Vu c Lk(c,K). Since h is the 
identity on Lk(c,K), we have ho(u) = u and by the definition ho(w) = w. This implies 
that d(ho(u),ha(w)) = 1. Finally, if w cannot start with c in a reduced presentation 
and u can, it means that v = c, u =cg and V, c Lk(c,K). Hence, V, c Lk(c,K) and 
ho(w) = w. By the definition ho(u) = u, therefore, d(ho(u), ho(w)) = 1. 
From the definition of the Davis-Vinberg complex it follows that ho can be ex- 
tend to an involution on the Davis-Vinberg complex & :X +X preserving the cubical 
complex structure. Hence, the extension is an isometry for the cubical complex metric 
on X. 
Let b E K(O) be a generator of r with h(b) # b. We denote by tn = (bc)“. For every 
element a E r there is an isometry a : r --+ r defined by multiplication on a from the 
left. This isometry can also be extended to an isometry of Davis-Vinberg complex 
X. Denote by hk = t&gt;l. We define a homeomorphism h :X +X by the formula: 
i; = lim,,,(h ,, . . .hlho). This limit is well defined. To see that we restrict ourself 
to the group r c X and note that the set B(n) = {g E r 1 Z(g) 5 n} lies in the fixed 
point set F,,, of h, = (tm o fz o t;‘) with m >n. Then the infinite composition in the 
definition of h is actually finite on every “ball” B(n). To demonstrate the above property 
we show that B(n) c tm(Fo) = F,,,. The set FO c r consists of all g E r which have a 
reduced presentation starting with c. We note that w = vl . . . v, = t,cb(cb)“-‘q . . . v, 
and an element cb(cb)“-‘ul . . . v, starts with c in the reduced form. Indeed, since b 
and c do not commute, the beginning c is safe for all possible reductions in the word 
cb(cb)“-‘ul . . . u,. 
By the definition 5 is an isometry. 
We define AZ-action n : AZ x r + r by the formula 
~(a, w) = i;% = lim~-+~(hm(a)k ) where CI = CEO ~12’ E AZ is a P-adic number, (~10, 
al,. . .) E (0, l}O” and m(cl)k = Et, ~12’ EN. 
Before proving that q is well-defined, we show that the sequence {hk : r -+ r} sat- 
isfies the conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.2. 
(1) First note that Fk = (bc)kFo = (bc)k(cWU {e}) where W consists of all ele- 
ments of r which cannot start with c in a reduced presentation and e is the unit. We 
note that bcW c W. Then Fk = (bc)k(cW U {e}) = (bc)k+lcbc( W U {e}) c (bc)kf’cW 
CFk+l. 
(2) It follows from the definition that h(W)= W. Since h(b) # b, we have that 
bh(b)cWc W. Then cW = bho(h(b)cW) = bho(bbh(b)cW cbho(bW). Since r c W 
UcW, it follows from the above inclusion that Tc W U bho(bW). Hence, Tc (bc)k 
b( W u bho(bW)) = (bc)kbW U (bc)kh,,(bW) = (bc)k+lcW U hk((bc)k+lcW) CFk+, U 
hk(Fk+, ). Therefore, &+i n hk(z‘ik+l ) = 8 and hence, hk(x&+l ) C Fk+, . 
Let I(w) =n. Since &e) =e, we have that Z(imk(w))=n. Since h,+l is fixing the 
n-ball B(n) = {w 1 Z(w) 5 n}, the restriction i; 1s~~) equals h, . . . ho IB(~) =gn. Accord- 
ing to Proposition 4.2 g$ak = g$“)” and hence n(cc, w) is well defined. Note that 
V(E + 8,w)=gn m(or+8)n = go”+‘@)’ = ~(a, w)@, w). Thus n is an action, equivariant 
on every ball B(n). 
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The boundary ar is defined as the set of geodesic rays in X emanated from the origin 
e E r cX. Since A2 acts by isometries on X, A2 acts on ar. To show that this action 
is effective and continuous it is sufficient to show that the action of h2’ is nontrivial 
on X for all k, then it would be nontrivial on geodesic rays issued from e. One can 
check that hm((bc)“‘)# (bc)“. The topology on dT can be described as follows. For 
every w E r consider an open star C of w in the Davis-Vinberg complex X with 
respect to the simplicial structure on X. Then the set of all geodesic rays 5 issued 
from e and passing trough C is a basic open set U, in dT. Since A2” is the identity 
on B(n - l), it follows that 2”A2( U,,) = U, for w E r with I(w) < n - 1. Hence the 
action is continuous at points of (0) xX and hence, everywhere. 0 
Examples. Note that the following l-complex has the involution of Theorem 4.3. 
The boundary of the corresponding Coxeter group in this case is the suspension 
over the Cantor set. In the case of the following complex K the boundary dr is 
homeomorphic to the Menger curve and it is easy to define an involution on K with 
the star of a vertex in a the fixed point set (see Fig. 3). 
Similarly, one can construct a complex K with that involution, producing 
n-dimensional Menger compacturn as the boundary (see [13]). To obtain a 2-adic 
action on a Pontryagin surface Q, it suffices to consider a 2-sphere together with the 
equatorial disk and replace all three 2-disks there by mod p Mobius band. The obtained 
complex K with a proper triangulation satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3. 
By virtue of Newman theorem it is impossible to have such an involution on a 
homology sphere. Since a boundary of a Coxeter group can be a manifold only in the 
case when the complex K = K(T, S) is a homology sphere, this construction cannot 
give a counterexample to the Hilber-Smith conjecture. 
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 4.3 yields that A2 lies in Iso as a subgroup. 
Fig. 2 
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Remark 2. One can use any prime number p to construct a similar action. Then in 
the formulation of Theorem 4.3 the word “involution” should be changed to “homeo- 
morphism of order p”. One can check that a p-version of Proposition 4.2 holds and 
hence, the same proof works for the p-version of Theorem 4.3. 
Fig. 3. 
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